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Abstract Existing algorithms for automated model re-

pair for adding fault-tolerance to fault-intolerant mod-

els incur an impediment that designers have to identify

the set of legitimate states of the original model. This

set determines states from where the original model

meets its specification in the absence of faults. Expe-

rience suggests that of the inputs required for model

repair, identifying such legitimate states is the most

difficult. In this paper, we consider the problem of au-

tomated model repair for adding fault-tolerance where

legitimate states are not explicitly given as input. We

show that without this input, in some instances, the

complexity of model repair increases substantially

(from polynomial-time to NP-complete). In spite of this

increase, we find that this formulation is relatively com-

plete; i.e., if it was possible to perform model repair with

explicit legitimate states, then it is also possible to do
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so without the explicit identification of the legitimate

states. Finally, we show that if the problem of model re-

pair can be solved with explicit legitimate states, then

the increased cost of solving it without explicit legiti-

mate states is very small.

In summary, the results in this paper identify in-

stances of automated addition of fault-tolerance, where

the explicit knowledge of legitimate state is beneficial

and where it is not very crucial.

Keywords Model repair, program synthesis, fault-

tolerance, automated formal methods.

1 Introduction

In 2009, Toyota, one of the leading companies in the

automotive industry, issued a recall for almost 3.8 mil-

lion vehicles. The problem was a sticking gas pedal that

can cause the vehicle to suddenly accelerate. To solve

this problem Toyota added a shim to increase the ten-

sions on the spring that would prevent the pedal from

sticking. Essentially, in this case, Toyota attempted to

solve the problem via fault prevention. Another sug-

gested technique to handle this problem is by introduc-

ing brake override where pressing the gas pedal and

the brake simultaneously will cause the car to ignore

the gas pedal input. Essentially, this technique is an in-

stance of fault-tolerance, where the system cannot pre-

vent occurrence of faults but ensures appropriate be-

havior even if faults occur. Clearly, this solution re-

quires modification to some software (specifically, the

software for the Electronic Control Model). Thus, this

is also an instance of model/program repair where an

existing model/program needs to be repaired, so that

it satisfies additional properties (e.g., fault-tolerance).
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Fig. 1 Model Repair with Explicit Legitimate States.

As one can imagine there are several instances where

one needs to repair an existing model. In particular,

model repair is required to account for bug fixes, newly

discovered faults, or changes in the environment. Quite

often, model repair is done manually and, hence, cre-

ate several concerns. For one, it requires a significant

effort and resources. Also, the repaired model may vio-

late other properties that the original model provided.

Consequently, this approach entails that the correct-

ness of the new model must be re-verified and re-tested

to ensure that it still preserves the old properties in

addition to the new properties.

Another approach for revising existing

models/programs is through automated model repair.

The goal of the automated model repair is to automat-

ically repair an existing model to generate a new model

that is correct by construction [10,29]. Such model will

also preserve the existing model properties and satisfy

new properties. In its basic form, the problem of au-

tomated model repair (also known as incremental syn-

thesis) focuses on modifying an existing model, say p,

into a new model, say p′. It is required that p′ satisfies

the new property of interest. Additionally, p′ contin-

ues to satisfy existing properties of p using the same

transitions that p used.

One specific property of interest where model re-

pair can be applied is fault-tolerance. Roughly speak-

ing, fault-tolerance is referred to the property where

a model respects its specification in the absence and

presence of faults. Thus, applying model repair in or-

der to add fault-tolerance to a fault-intolerant model

is referred to the process of transforming the intoler-

ant model into a fault-tolerant model that preserves

the intolerant model’s specification as well as ensuring

meeting the specification in the presence of faults.

Current approaches for automated model repair for

adding fault-tolerance [16,15,30,36] describe the model

as an abstract program. They require the designer to
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Fig. 2 Model Repair without Explicit Legitimate States.

specify (1) the existing abstract program that is correct

in the absence of faults, (2) the specification, (3) the

set of faults that have to be tolerated, and (4) the set

of legitimate states, from where the existing program

satisfies its specification (cf. Figure 1). We refer to this

problem as the problem of model repair with explicit

legitimate states.

Of the aforementioned four inputs, the first three

are easy to identify and/or unavoidable. For example,

one is expected to utilize model repair only if they have

an existing model that fails to satisfy a required prop-

erty. Thus, if model repair is applied in the context of

newly identified faults, original model and faults are al-

ready available. Likewise, specification identifies what

the model is supposed to do. Clearly, requiring it is un-

avoidable.

Our experience in this context shows that while

identifying the other three arguments is often straight-

forward, identifying precise legitimate states requires

significant effort. With this motivation, in this paper,

we focus on the problem of model repair in the con-

text of addition of fault-tolerance where the input only

consists of the fault-intolerant program, faults and the

specification; i.e., the legitimate states are not given as

input. We call this problem as the problem of model

repair without explicit legitimate states (cf. Figure 2).

In this context, the following questions need to be

addressed for such a new formulation:

Q. 1 Is the new formulation relatively complete? (i.e.,

if it is possible to perform model repair using the

problem formulation in Figure 1, is it guaranteed

that it could be solved using the formulation in Fig-

ure 2.)

An affirmative answer to this question will indicate

that reduction of designers’ burden does not affect

the solvability of the corresponding problem.

Q. 2 Is the complexity of both formulations in the same

class? (By same class, we mean polynomial-time re-
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ducibility, where complexity is computed in the size

of state space.)

An affirmative answer to this question will indicate

that the reduction in the designers’ burden does not

significantly affect the complexity.

Q. 3 Is the increased time cost, if any, small comparable

to the overall cost of program repair?

While Question 2 focuses on qualitative complexity,

assuming that the answer is affirmative, Question 3

will address the quantitative change in complexity.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

– We show that the answer to Q. 1 is affirmative (cf.

Theorem 1).

– Regarding Q.2, we introduce two versions of the

problem (partial repair and total repair)1:

– We show that the answer to Q.2 is negative for

partial repair. Specifically,

• We show that there are several instances

where the problem of partial repair is NP-

complete when legitimate states are not spec-

ified although it is in polynomial-time when

they are.

• We show that if the specification of the in-

put program is a safety specification and one

liveness property2, then the problem can be

solved in polynomial-time.

• We show that the conditions for polynomial

solvability are tight; i.e., permitting two leads-

to properties makes the problem NP-complete.

And, generalizing the safety specification

slightly to include conditional safety specifi-

cation also makes the problem NP-complete.

– We show that the answer to Q.2 is affirmative

for total repair.

– We show that there is a class of problems where

partial repair can be achieved in polynomial time.

This class includes all instances where it is pos-

sible to successfully repair a program based on

the formulation in Figure 1.

– Regarding Q. 3, we show that for instances where

the answer to the question in Figure 1 is affirmative,

the extra computation cost of solving the problem

using an approach in Figure 2 is small.

Organization The rest of the paper is organized as fol-

lows: We define the notions of programs, specifications,

1 In total repair, the repaired model is expected to behave
the same as the original model in the absence of faults. In
partial repair, the set of behaviors of the repaired model is
a subset of the set of behaviors of the original model in the
absence of faults.
2 We focus on leads-to properties, where holding a predicate

must eventually be followed meeting another predicate.

and fault-tolerance in Section 2. In Section 3, we for-

mally state the problem of automated model repair for

adding fault-tolerance. In Sections, 4 – 7, we answer the

above three questions respectively. We discuss related

work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2 Programs, Specifications, and Fault-tolerance

In this section, we formally define programs, specifi-

cations, faults and fault-tolerance. A subset of these

definitions is based on the ones given by Arora and

Gouda [4].

2.1 Programs and Specifications

Since we focus on the design of programs, we specify

the finite state space of the program in terms of its

variables. Each variable is associated with its domain.

A state of the program is obtained by assigning each of

its variables a value from the respective finite domain.

The state space of the program is the finite set of all

states. Thus, a program p is a tuple 〈Sp, δp〉 where Sp is

the program state space, and δp is a subset of Sp × Sp

which identifies the program transitions.

A state predicate, say S, of p(= 〈Sp, δp〉) is any sub-

set of Sp. Since a state predicate can be characterized

by the set of all states in which its Boolean expression

is true, we use sets of states and state predicates inter-

changeably. Thus, intersection, union, and complemen-

tation of sets are the same as the conjunction, disjunc-

tion, and negation of the respective state predicates. We

say that the state predicate S is closed in p iff (∀s0, s1 ::

s0 ∈ S∧ (s0, s1) ∈ δp ⇒ s1 ∈ S). In other words, S is

closed in p iff every transition of p that begins in S also

ends in S. We also use the term p|S to denote the set

of transitions {(s0, s1) | s0 ∈ S ∧ s1 ∈ S ∧ (s0, s1) ∈ δp}.
In other words, p|S denotes the set of transitions of p

that begin and end in S.

Let σ=〈s0, s1, ...〉 be a sequence of states, then σ

is a computation of p(= 〈Sp, δp〉) iff the following two

conditions are met:

– ∀j : 0 < j < length(σ) : (sj−1, sj) ∈ δp, where

length(σ) is the number of states in σ,

– if σ is finite and the last state in σ is sl then there

does not exist state s such that (sl, s)∈δp.

Notation. We call δp the transitions of p. When it is

clear from context, we use p and δp interchangeably.

The safety specification, Sfp , for program p is spec-

ified in terms of a set of bad states, SPEC bs, and a set
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of bad transitions SPEC bt. Thus, σ=〈s0, s1, ...〉 satis-

fies the safety specification of p iff the following two

conditions are met.

– ∀j : 0 ≤ j < length(σ) : sj 6∈SPEC bs, and

– ∀j : 0 < j < length(σ) : (sj−1, sj) 6∈SPEC bt.

Let F and T be state predicates, then the liveness

specification, Lvp , of program p is specified in terms of

one or more leads-to properties of the form F  T . A

sequence σ = 〈s0, s1, ...〉 satisfies F  T iff ∀j : (F is

true in sj ⇒ ∃k : j ≤ k < length(σ) : T is true in sk).

We assume that F ∩T = {}. If not, we can replace the

property by ((F − T ) T ).

A specification, say SPEC is a tuple 〈Sfp , Lvp〉,
where Sfp is a safety specification and Lvp is a live-

ness specification. A sequence σ satisfies SPEC iff it

satisfies Sfp and Lvp . Hence, for brevity, we say that

the program specification is an intersection of a safety

specification and a liveness specification.

Let I ⊆ Sp and I 6= {}. We say that a program p

satisfies SPEC from I iff the following two conditions

are satisfied:

– I is closed in p, and

– every computation of p that starts from a state in

I satisfies SPEC .

If p satisfies SPEC from I, then we say that I is

a legitimate state predicate of p for SPEC . We use the

term “legitimate state predicate” and the correspond-

ing “set of legitimate states” interchangeably.

Assumption 2 .1 : For simplicity of subsequent defini-

tions, if p satisfies SPEC from I, we assume that p

includes at least one transition from every state in I.

If p does not include a transition from state s then we

add the transition (s, s) to p. Note that this assumption

is not restrictive in any way. It simplifies subsequent

definitions, as one does not have to model terminating

computations explicitly.

2.2 Faults and Fault-tolerance

The faults, say f , that a program is subject to are sys-

tematically represented by transitions. Based on the

classification of faults from [8], this representation suf-

fices for physical faults, process faults, message faults,

and improper initialization. It is not intended for pro-

gram bugs (e.g., buffer overflow). However, if such bugs

exhibit behavior such as component crash, it can be

modeled using this approach. As an example, for the

case considered in the Introduction, a sticky gas pedal

can be modeled by a variable pedal.stuck; when this

variable is false the gas pedal behaves normally. But a

fault can set it to true thereby preventing the gas pedal

from changing its status. Thus, a fault for p(= 〈Sp, δp〉)
is a subset of Sp × Sp.

We use ‘p[]f ’ to mean ‘p in the presence of f ’. The

transitions of p[]f are obtained by taking the union of

the transitions of p and the transitions of f . Just as

we defined computations of a program in Section 2.1,

we define the notion of program computations in the

presence of faults. In particular, a sequence of states σ =

〈s0, s1, ...〉 is a computation of p[]f (i.e., a computation

of p(= 〈Sp, δp〉) in the presence of f) iff the following

three conditions are satisfied:

– ∀j : 0 < j < length(σ) : (sj−1, sj)∈(δp ∪ f), and

– if 〈s0, s1, ...〉 is finite and terminates in state sl then

there does not exist state s such that (sl, s)∈δp,

– if σ is infinite then ∃n : ∀j > n : (sj−1, sj) ∈ δp

Thus, if σ is a computation of p in the presence of f

then in each step of σ, either a transition of p occurs or

a transition of f occurs. Additionally, σ is finite only if

it reaches a state from where the program has no out-

going transition. And, if σ is infinite then σ has a suffix

where only program transitions execute. We note that

the last requirement can be relaxed to require that σ

has a sufficiently long subsequence where only program

transitions execute. However, to avoid details such as

the length of the subsequence, we require that σ has

a suffix where only program transitions execute. (This

assumption is not required for failsafe fault-tolerance

described later in this section.)

We use f -span (fault-span) to identify the set of

states reachable by p[]f . In particular, a predicate T

is an f -span of p from I iff I ⇒ T and (∀(s0, s1) :

(s0, s1) ∈ p[]f : (s0 ∈ T ⇒ s1 ∈ T )). Thus, at each

state where I of p is true, f -span T of p from I is also

true. Also, T , like I, is also closed in p. Moreover, if

any action in f is executed in a state where T is true,

the resulting state is also one where T is true. It fol-

lows that for all computations of p that start at states

where I is true, T is a boundary in the state space of

p up to which (but not beyond which) the state of p

may be perturbed by the occurrence of the actions in f .

Fault-Tolerance. In the absence of faults, a pro-

gram, p, satisfies its specification and remains in its

legitimate states. In the presence of faults, it may be

perturbed to a state outside its legitimate states. By

definition, when the program is perturbed by faults, its

state will be one in the corresponding f -span. From

such a state, it is desired that p does not violate its

safety specification. Furthermore, p recovers to its le-

gitimate states from where p subsequently satisfies both

its safety and liveness specification.
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Based on this intuition, we now define what it means

for a program to be masking fault-tolerant. Let Sfp
and Lvp be the safety and liveness specifications for

program p. We say that p is masking fault-tolerant to

Sfp and Lvp from I iff the following two conditions

hold:

1. p satisfies Sfp and Lvp from I.

2. ∃ T ::

(a) T is an f -span of p from I.

(b) p[]f satisfies Sfp from T .

(c) Every computation of p[]f that starts from a

state in T has a state in I.

While masking fault-tolerance is ideal, for reasons of

costs and feasibility, a weaker level of fault-tolerance is

often required. Two commonly considered weaker lev-

els of fault-tolerance include failsafe and nonmasking.

In particular, we say that p is failsafe fault-tolerant [25]

if the conditions 1, 2a, and 2b are satisfied in the above

definition. And, we say that p is nonmasking fault-

tolerant [24] if the conditions 1, 2a, and 2c are satisfied

in the above definition.

3 Problem Statement

In this section, we identify the repair problem for au-

tomated addition of fault-tolerance with and without

explicit legitimate states.

Model Repair with Explicit Legitimate States

(Approach in Figure 1). We formally specify the

problem of deriving a fault-tolerant program p′ from

a fault-intolerant program p with explicit legitimate

states I. The goal of the model repair is to modify p to

p′ by only adding fault-tolerance, i.e., without adding

new behaviors in the absence of faults. Since the cor-

rectness of p is known only from its legitimate states,

I, it is required that the legitimate states of p′, say

I ′, cannot include any states that are not in I. Addi-

tionally, inside the legitimate states, it cannot include

transitions that were not transitions of p. Also, by As-

sumption 2.1, p′ cannot include new terminating states

that were not terminating states of p. Finally, p′ must

be fault-tolerant. Thus, the problem statement (from

[30]) for the case where the legitimate states are speci-

fied explicitly is as follows.

Problem Statement 3.1:

Repair for Fault-Tolerance with Explicit Le-

gitimate States.

Given p, I, Sfp , Lvp and f such that p satisfies Sfp
and Lvp from I,
Identify p′ and I ′ such that: (Respectively, does there
exist p′ and I ′ such that)

A1: I ′ ⇒ I.
A2: s0 ∈ I ′ ⇒ ∀s1 : s1 ∈ I ′ : ((s0, s1) ∈ p′ ⇒

(s0, s1) ∈ p).

A3: p′ is f -tolerant to Sfp and Lvp from I ′.

Note that this definition can be instantiated for each

level of fault-tolerance (i.e., masking, failsafe, and non-

masking). Also, the above problem statement can be

used as a repair problem or a decision problem (with

the comments inside parenthesis).

We call the above problem the problem of ‘partial

repair’ because the transitions of p′ that begin in I ′ are

a subset of the transitions of p that begin in I ′. An al-

ternative formulation is that of ‘total repair’ where the

transitions of p′ that begin in I ′ are equal to the transi-

tions of p that begin in I ′. In other words, the problem

of total repair is identical to the problem statement 3.1

except that A2 is changed to A2′ described next:

A2′: (s0 ∈ I ′ ⇒ ∀s1 ∈ I ′ : ((s0, s1) ∈ p′ ⇐⇒
(s0, s1) ∈ p)

Modeling Repair without Explicit Legitimate

States (Approach in Figure 2) Now, we formally

define the new problem of model repair without explicit

legitimate states. The goal in this problem is to find a

fault-tolerant program, say pr. It is, also, required that

there is some set of legitimate states for p, say I, such

that pr does not introduce new behaviors in I. Thus,

the problem statement for partial repair for the case

where the legitimate states are not specified explicitly

is as follows.

Problem Statement 3.2

Repair for Fault-Tolerance without Explicit

Legitimate States.

Given p, Sfp and Lvp , and f
Identify pr such that: (Respectively, does there exist pr

such that)
( ∃I ::

B1: s0 ∈ I ⇒ ∀s1 : s1 ∈ I : ((s0, s1) ∈ pr ⇒
(s0, s1) ∈ p)

B2: pr is a f -tolerant to Sfp and Lvp from I.)
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Just like problem statement 3.1, the problem of to-

tal repair is obtained from problem statement 3.2 by

changing B1 with B1′ described next:

B1′: s0 ∈ I ⇒ ∀s1 : s1 ∈ I : ((s0, s1) ∈ pr ⇐⇒
(s0, s1) ∈ p)

Existing algorithms for model repair [15,30,12,36,

16] are based on Problem Statement 3.1. Also, the tool

Sycraft [15] utilizes Problem Statement 3.1 for the

addition of fault-tolerance. However, as stated in Sec-

tion 1, this requires the users of SYCRAFT to identify

the legitimate states explicitly. The goal of this paper

is to evaluate the effect of simplifying the task of the

designers by permitting them to omit explicit identifi-

cation of legitimate states.

4 Relative Completeness (Q. 1)

In this section, we show that if the problem of model re-

pair can be solved with explicit legitimate states (Prob-

lem Statement 3.1) then it can also be solved with-

out explicit legitimate states (Problem Statement 3.2).

Since each problem statement can be instantiated with

partial or total repair, this requires us to consider four

combinations. We prove this result in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 If the answer to the decision problem 3.1

is affirmative (i.e., ∃ p′ and I ′ that satisfy the con-

straints of the Problem 3.1) with input p, Sfp, Lvp, f ,

and I, then the answer to the decision problem 3.2 is

affirmative (i.e., ∃ pr that satisfies the constraints of

the Problem 3.2) with input p, Sfp, Lvp, and f .

Proof Since the answer to the decision problem 3.1 is

affirmative, there exists program p′ and I ′ that satisfy

constraints in Problem Statement 3.1. To show that

the answer to the decision problem 3.2 is affirmative,

we need to find pr such that constraints of Problem

Statement 3.2 are satisfied. We let transitions of pr to

be

{(s0, s1) | s0 ∈ I ′ ∧ s1 ∈ I ′ ∧ (s0, s1) ∈ p ∨
((s0 6∈ I ′ ∧ (s0, s1) ∈ p′) }

Next, we show that pr satisfies the constraints of

Problem Statement 3.2. Towards this end, we instanti-

ate I to be I ′ and show that constraints B1 and B2 are

satisfied

– Constraint B1: By construction of transitions of

pr, this constraint is satisfied for the case where we

consider partial repair and for the case where we

consider total repair.

– Constraint B2: By construction, I ′ is closed in pr.

Also, since I ′ ⇒ I and p satisfies Sfp and Lvp from

I, it is straightforward to observe that pr satisfies

Sfp and Lvp from I ′.

Also, transitions of pr that begin outside I ′ are iden-

tical to that of p′. The second constraint “(∃T ::

. . .)” from the definition of fault-tolerance is also

satisfied. Thus, pr is fault-tolerant to Sfp and Lvp
from I ′. ut

Implication of Theorem 1 for Q. 1: From Theo-

rem 1, it follows that answer to Q. 1 from Introduction

is affirmative for both partial and total repair. Hence,

the new formulation (cf Figure 2) is relatively complete.

5 Complexity Analysis for Partial Repair (Q. 2)

In this section, we focus on the complexity issue for par-

tial repair (Problem 3.2). In particular, we first consider

the complexity of the problem in the general case. In

Section 5.1, we show that the problem of partial repair

is NP-complete. Moreover, we show that this result is

valid even if the specification is suffix-closed and fusion

closed (defined later in Section 5.1). The importance

of these conditions is that these constraints have been

found to be useful in demonstrating existence of legiti-

mate state predicates in the context of adding recovery

[5]. Subsequently, in Section 5.2, we show that if we con-

sider a restricted specification where the specification

consists of a safety specification and one leads-to prop-

erty then the problem of partial repair can be solved

in polynomial-time. We show (in Section 5.2) that this

result for polynomial time solution is tight in that the

problem is NP-complete if we let specification to be a

safety specification and two leads-to properties. And, in

Section 5.3, we argue that it is also NP-complete if we

consider a slightly more generalized form of safety speci-

fication, namely conditional safety specification, and no

explicit liveness specification (i.e., other than deadlock

freedom). We also revisit this issue in Section 6.1 to

develop a heuristic for partial repair.

5.1 Complexity for Partial Repair

In this section, we utilize proof by reduction to show

that the problem of partial repair of fault-tolerant pro-

gram is NP-complete in the size of the state space. To-

wards this end, we define the decision problem precisely.

Instance. A program p = 〈Sp , δp〉, a set of faults f ,

safety specification Sfp , and liveness Lvp .
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The decision problem(FTwLS). Is the answer to

the decision Problem 3.2 affirmative when instantiated

with masking fault-tolerance?

Next, we utilize the fact that the 2-path problem

is NP-complete [9] to show that the FTwLS problem is

NP-complete by reducing the 2-path program to FTwLS.

The simplified 2-path problem(2PP). Given a di-

graph G = 〈V,A〉, where V is a set of vertices and A is

a set of arcs, and three distinct vertices v1, v2, v3 ∈ V .

Decide whether G has a simple (v1, v3)-path that also

contains vertex v2.

Theorem 2 FTwLS is NP-complete in the size of the

state space of the input program.

Mapping. Since the membership of FTwLS to NP is

trivial, we focus on reduction from the 2PP instance to

an instance of FTwLS. In particular, we first present

a polynomial-time mapping from an arbitrary instance

of the 2PP problem (i.e., G = 〈V,A〉, v1, v2 and v3), to

an instance of the FTwLS problem (i.e., p, f , Sfp and

Lvp) as follows:

– (state space) Sp = {sv|v ∈ V }
– (program transition) δp = ({su → sv|(u, v) ∈ A} −
{sv3 → su|(v3, u) ∈ A}) ∪ {sv3 → sv1}

– f = {}
– (safety specification) Sfp = Sp × Sp − (δp ∪ f)

– (liveness specification) Lvp = {true {sv2}∧true 
{sv3}}

Here is an intuitive description of the above map-

ping. The state space of the program is obtained by

including all the vertices in digraph G, and one state

in the program corresponds to one vertex in the di-

graph. To construct the program’s transitions, at first

step each arc (e.g. (u, v)) in G is mapped as the cor-

responding transition. Then, all the transitions origi-

nating from sv3 are removed. Finally we include the

transition (sv3 , sv1).

All transitions except those in p or f violate safety.

(Note that there are no bad states in this instance.)

The liveness specification requires that starting from

an arbitrary state, the program reaches state sv2 and

state sv3
.

Proof Given the above mapping, we now show that

there is a solution to the 2PP problem, iff the answer

to FTwLS is affirmative.

– (⇒) Let the answer to 2PP problem be a simple

path Π that starts at vertex v1, ends at v3 and con-

tains v2. We show that the set of program transi-

tions obtained from the arcs along Π and the tran-

sition (sv3 , sv1) satisfies the constraints of FTwLS.

We prove our claim as follows.

To show this, we instantiate the set of legitimate

states I to be the set of states obtained by consider-

ing states in Π. Specifically, I = {su|u ∈ Π}. Since

transitions in any computation are obtained by arcs

corresponding to the original graph, B1 is trivially

satisfied.

Since the program satisfies true  {sv3}, state sv3
must be reachable. From this state, there is only one

outgoing transition to sv1 . From this state, the pro-

gram will continue executing in the loop included in

the states in Π. Since Π is a simple path that visits

both v2 and v3, it follows that this computation, say

σ, satisfies the liveness specification. Moreover, since

σ only uses transitions corresponding to the arcs in

the original graph, safety specification is also satis-

fied. Additionally, since f = {}, the program always

remains in I. Hence, constraint B2 is also satisfied.

– (⇐) Let the answer to the FTwLS be p′ = 〈Sp , δp′〉.
Observe that based on the liveness specification Lvp ,

the legitimate state predicate I used to show that

p′ is fault-tolerant must include sv2 and sv3 . More-

over, since sv3 has only one outgoing transition I

must also include sv1 .

Now we show the existence of a simple path from v1
to v3 that includes v2. This is a two-step proof, (1)

First, we show that there exists a path Π from v1
to v3 that contains v2, and (2) Then, we show that

the path Π is acyclic.

By the definition of Lvp, p′ reaches state sv2 . Let α

be the shortest computation prefix that reaches sv2 .

Likewise, let β be the shortest computation prefix

originating at sv2 and reaching sv3 . Now, we can

extend α with β to obtain a computation prefix αβ.

Let Π be the path obtained by arcs corresponding

to transitions in αβ. By construction, Π begins in v1
and reaches v2 first and then v3. If αβ contains any

state more than once, then there is a computation

of p′ that can repeat that loop and never reach sv3 .

Since p′ is satisfies Lvp , this is not possible. Hence,

αβ does not contain any state more than once. In

other words, Π is a simple path. ut

Next, we point out that the above NP-completeness

result is valid even if the specification of the program

is suffix closed and fusion closed, where:

– Suffix Closure: A specification SPEC is suffix

closed iff for any sequence σ if σ satisfies SPEC

then every suffix of σ also satisfies SPEC.
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– Fusion Closure: A specification SPEC is fusion

closed iff for any state x and any two finite state

sequences α and γ and any two state sequences β

and δ, the following condition is satisfied:

〈α, x, β〉 satisfies SPEC and 〈γ, x, δ〉 satisfies SPEC

⇒
〈α, x, δ〉 satisfies SPEC and 〈γ, x, β〉 satisfies

SPEC.

This result follows from the observation that the

instance of the FTwLS problem identified in Theorem

2 contains specification that is suffix closed and fusion

closed. Thus, we have

Corollary 1 FTwLS is NP-complete in the size of the

state space of the input program even if the input spec-

ification is suffix closed and fusion closed.

The reason for presenting this result is that in [5], it

has been shown that if the specification is suffix closed

and fusion closed then one can identify the set of legit-

imate states that can be used to provide recovery with

the use of correctors. However, the result in this pa-

per shows that even if this condition were satisfied, the

complexity of adding partial repair can be high.

Also, the specification in the instance of the FTwLS

problem constructed in the proof of Theorem 2 consists

of a safety specification and a liveness specification that

consists of two leads-to properties. Hence, we make the

following observation.

Corollary 2 FTwLS is NP-complete in the size of the

state space of the input program even if the liveness

specification Lvp is restricted to two leads-to properties.

The importance of this result lies in showing the

tightness of the polynomial-time algorithm developed

in Section 5.2 where Lvp consists of one leads-to prop-

erty. In particular, the above corollary shows that the

assumption that Lvp consists of at most one leads-to

property is essential for the problem to be in polynomial-

time.

Finally, we also observe that the proof of Theorem

2 can also be extended to the case where we consider

failsafe or nonmasking fault-tolerance. Thus, we have

Corollary 3 Problem 3.2 is NP-complete when instan-

tiated with partial repair and failsafe fault-tolerance (re-

spectively, nonmasking fault-tolerance)

5.2 Algorithm for Model Repair without Legitimate

States

In this section, we present the algorithm

Add masking sf lv fr to show that for some special cases;

ALGORITHM 1: Add masking sf lv fr: Addition of Mask-

ing Fault-Tolerance

Input: program transitions p, fault transitions f , safety
specification Sfp (consisting of SPEC bs and SPEC bt),
liveness specification Lvp (consisting of one F  T
property)

Output: masking fault-tolerant program pr.
1: ms := {s0 : ∃s1, ..., sn : (∀j : 0 ≤ j < n : (sj , sj+1) ∈

f) ∧ (sn−1, sn) ∈ SPEC bt}
2: mt := {(s0, s1) : ((s1 ∈ ms ∨ SPEC bs) ∨ (s0, s1) ∈

SPEC bt)}
3: fs := Sp −ms− SPEC bs

4: p1 := p−mt
5: Inv := fs
6: repeat
7: old Inv, old fs := Inv, fs
8: Inv := Inv − deadlock(Inv, p1)
9: repeat

10: S1, T1 := Inv, fs
11: p1 := p|Inv ∪ {(s0, s1)|s0 /∈ Inv ∧ s0 ∈ fs ∧ s1 ∈

fs} −mt
12: fs := fs− {s|s ∈ fs ∧ rank(s, Inv, p1) =∞}
13: while({s0|∃s1 : s0 ∈ fs ∧ s1 /∈ fs ∧ (s0, s1) ∈

f} 6= ∅)
14: do fs := fs− {s0|∃s1 : s0 ∈ fs ∧ s1 /∈

fs ∧ (s0, s1) ∈ f}
15: Inv := Inv ∧ fs
16: while deadlock(Inv, p1) 6= ∅
17: do Inv := Inv − deadlock(Inv, p1)
18: if Inv = ∅ ∨ fs = ∅ then
19: declare no masking fault-tolerant program p′

exists
20: end if
21: until (S1 = Inv ∧ T1 = fs)
22: Inv := Inv − {s|rank(s, T , p1) =∞∧ s ∈ F}
23: until old Inv = Inv ∧ old fs = fs
24: p1 := p1 − {(s0, s1)|s0 ∈ fs− Inv ∧ rank(s0, Inv, p1) ≤

rank(s1, Inv, p1)}
25: pr := p1 − {(s0, s1)|s0 ∈ Inv ∧ rank(s0, T , p1) ≤

rank(s1, T , p1)∧ rank(s0, T , p1) 6= 0∧ rank(s1, T , p1) 6=
∞}

Function: deadlock(S: state predicate , t: transition set)
1: return {s0|s0 ∈ S ∧ (∀s1 ∈ S : (s0, s1) /∈ t)}

Function: rank(s: state , T : state predicate , t: transition
set)

1: return the shortest path length from s to one of the
states in T , if the path(consisting only transitions in t)
exists; or ∞, otherwise.

i.e., programs where the specification consists of a safety

specification and at most one leads-to property, the

problem of partial repair can be solved in polynomial

time. We first show this result for masking fault-tolerance

and then point out how it can be extended for failsafe

and nonmasking fault-tolerance.

Given a program p, fault transitions f , and program

specification 〈Sfp , Lvp〉, the goal of the algorithm is

to compute a masking fault-tolerant program pr that

satisfies the constraints of Problem 3.2.
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The algorithm starts with identifying states ms and

transitions mt. In particular, ms denotes states from

where faults alone can violate safety. And, mt includes

transitions that either reach ms or reach SPECbs or

are in SPECbt (Lines 1 and 2). Thus, it follows that pr
should not reach a state in ms and it should not exe-

cute a transition in mt. Variable fs denotes the current

estimate of the fault-span of pr. Likewise, p1 denotes

current estimate of transitions in pr. Hence, on Line 3,

we remove ms from fs. And, we remove mt from p1. Fi-

nally, Inv, the current estimate of the legitimate state

predicate is initialized to fs (Line 5).

The algorithm continues with a loop (Lines 6-23)

to repair program p1 until there is no change to Inv

and fs. First of all, all the deadlock states in Inv are

removed (Line 8). Then, the inner loop (Line 9-21)

removes program states and transitions so as to ob-

tain a masking fault-tolerant program. Program transi-

tions p1 are recalculated (Line 11) according to the new

value of Inv. This includes all transitions that could be

included while respecting constraints of Problem 3.2.

Subsequently, fault-span is computed as follows: First,

we remove states from where there is no chance of re-

covery to Inv (Line 12). Next we remove states from

fs that violate its closure (Line 13-14) in the presence

of faults. If any state is removed from fs, it is also re-

moved from Inv (Line 15). If this creates any deadlock

states in Inv, those states are removed (Line 16-17). If

this results in removal of all states in Inv, the algorithm

declares failure. The inner loop terminates when there

is no change to Inv and fs.

After the inner loop terminates, we focus on the live-

ness specification. Specifically, we remove those states

in F from where reaching a state in T is not possible

(Line 22).

Upon termination of the outer loop, program p1
(Line 11) ensures that every state in fs has a path to

a state in Inv and every state in F ∧ Inv has a path to

T . However, reaching these states may be prevented by

other transitions that create a cycle. Hence, we remove

such cycles (Line 24 and 25). Thus, the algorithm is as

shown in Algorithm 1.

The proof of correctness for Add masking sf lv fr con-

tains two parts, proof for soundness and proof for com-

pleteness respectively. We prove these results in Theo-

rems 3 and 4.

Theorem 3 Add masking sf lv fr is sound.

Add masking sf lv fr is sound if the repaired program

satisfies the constraints of Problem 3.2 when instanti-

ated with partial repair and masking fault-tolerance. To

show this, we need to show the following constraints.

– pr satisfies Sfp and Lvp from Inv

Proof When Add masking sf lv fr terminates there is

no change in the last iteration of the outer or the

inner loop. With this observation, by Line 8, the

program does not deadlock in any state in Inv. Fur-

thermore, by Lines 3, 4 and 11, the program does

not reach a state in ms from where faults violate

safety. And, it does not execute a transition that

violates safety either. Hence, safety is satisfied.

Regarding liveness, by Line 22, rank(s, T , p1) of all

states in Inv ∩ F is finite. In other words, there is

a path from every state in Inv ∩F to some state in

T . Moreover, by Line 25, starting from any state in

Inv with finite rank and executing a transition in pr
reduces the rank. Thus, eventually, starting from ev-

ery state in F , we reach a state where rank(s, T , p1)

is 0, i.e., we reach a state in T . Hence, Lvp is satis-

fied.

– pr[]f satisfies Sfp from fs

This proof is similar to the proof that pr satisfies

Sfp from Inv.

– fs is f -span of pr from Inv

Proof From Line 22, it follows that Inv is subset

of fs. Closure of fs in p follows from Line 11 and

the fact that pr is obtained by removing (but not

adding any) transitions from p1. Closure of fs in f

follows from Lines 13 and 14 and the fact that no

state is removed in the last iteration of loop 6-23 or

9-21.

– Any computation of pr starting from fs reaches a

state in Inv.

Proof From Line 12, it follows that upon termina-

tion of loop 6 to 23 and 9 to 21, rank(s, Inv, p1) is fi-

nite, i.e., every state in fs has no path to some state

in Inv. Moreover, by Line 24, any transition of p re-

duces the rank of a state in fs− Inv. Hence, it im-

plies that every computation starting in fs reaches

a state in Inv. ut

Theorem 4 Add masking sf lv fr is complete.

Proof Add masking sf lv fr declares failure only if all

states are removed from Inv or fs. Next, we show that

any state that is removed from legitimate state predi-

cate (respectively fault-span) cannot be in the Inv (re-

spectively fs) of any solution that solves Problem 3.2.

For example, Line 3 removes states from fs. The re-

moved states are such that faults violate safety from

those states. It follows that these states cannot be in-

cluded in the fault-span of any solution that solves

Problem 3.2. Also, Line 8 removes deadlock states from

Inv. Again, these states cannot be included in the in-

variant of any solution. By a similar argument, we can
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show that all the removed states and transitions must

be removed to obtain a masking fault-tolerant program.

ut

5.2.1 Algorithm for Adding Fail-safe and Non-masking

Fault-tolerance for Model Repair without Legitimate

States

The algorithm Add masking sf lv fr we discussed so far

is designed to add masking fault-tolerance to program.

Now, we point out that with some modifications,

Add masking sf lv fr can be used for adding failsafe or

nonmasking fault-tolerance. Specifically, if we remove

Line 12 from Add masking sf lv fr then the resulting al-

gorithm is sound and complete for adding failsafe fault-

tolerance. And, if we initialize ms and mt to be empty

sets, then resulting algorithm is sound and complete for

adding nonmasking fault-tolerance.

5.2.2 Role of the Requirements of Add masking sf lv fr.

The Add masking sf lv fr algorithm assumes that the

input specification is a safety property and a liveness

property that consists of one leads-to property. Corol-

lary 2 shows that the assumption about one leads-to

property is essential. In particular, if Lvp consists of two

leads-to properties then the problem is NP-complete. In

Section 5.3, we show that the assumption about safety

property is also essential. In particular, if we consider

a slightly generalized version, called conditional safety

specification, the problem of adding masking

fault-tolerance becomes NP-complete.

5.3 Complexity for Partial Repair with Conditional

Safety Specification

In Section 5.2, we showed that the problem of adding

masking fault-tolerance is in polynomial-time if the spec-

ification is a safety specification and one leads-to prop-

erty. Here, we show that the problem becomes NP-

complete if we relax the safety specification requirement

with a conditional safety specification. This result is

valid even if the program does not need to satisfy any

explicit liveness specification(except deadlock freedom)

in the absence of faults. This demonstrates that the

condition for polynomial-time algorithm in Section 5.2

is tight.

The conditional safety specificaiton considered in

this paper is motivated by the difference between the

safety specificaiton considered previously in this paper

and the general safety specification from [2]. Specifi-

cally, the general safety specification in [2] states that

the safety specification is specified by a set of prefixes.

A computation violates this generalized safety specifi-

cation if any prefix of that computation is ruled out

by the generalized safety specification. Our notion of

safety specification in Section 2 considers the case where

it is possible to decide whether a given prefix violates

the safety specificaiton by simply evaluating the last

two states in that prefix. The conditional safety specifi-

caiton considered in this section generalizes this to the

case where deciding whether a given prefix violates the

safety specification is decided by the last three states.

The NP-completeness result for conditional safety spec-

ification implies a similar hardness result for generalized

safety specificaiton in [2].

Additionally, we note that in this section, the speci-

fication of interest is only a conditional safety specifica-

tion and does not include any liveness requirement. In

other words, we show that the problem of partial repair

with conditional safety specification is NP-complete even

if the input does not contain any liveness requirements.

To show this result, we first define conditional safety

specification, that is a generalization of safety specifi-

cation considered elsewhere in the paper. A conditional

safety specification, Csfp , for program p is specified in

terms of bad states, SPEC bs, bad transitions SPEC bt,

and bad transition triples SPEC btp. Thus, σ=〈s0, s1, ...〉
satisfies the conditional safety specification iff the fol-

lowing three conditions are satisfied.

– ∀j : 0 ≤ j < length(σ) : sj 6∈SPEC bs, and

– ∀j : 0 < j < length(σ) : (sj−1, sj) 6∈SPEC bt.

– ∀j : 0 < j < length(σ) − 1 : (sj−1, sj , sj+1) /∈
SPEC btp

In this section, we consider a generalized version of

Problem 3.2 for the case where the input safety speci-

fication, Sfp , is replaced by conditional safety specifi-

cation Csfp . We show that the problem of partial re-

pair for adding masking fault-tolerance is NP-complete

if the specification is a conditional safety specification

and without any liveness specification.

Instance. A program p = 〈Sp , δp〉, a set of faults f ,

and conditional safety specification Csfp .

The decision problem (CSS). Is the answer to the

decision Problem 3.2 (with extension to conditional safety

specification) affirmative when instantiated with mask-

ing fault-tolerance?

We show that CSS is NP-complete by a reduction

from the 3-SAT problem, defined next.

3-SAT Instance. Let x1, x2, ..., xn be propositional

variables. Given is a Boolean formula
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Fig. 3 Mapping of (x1 ∨ x2)∧ (¬x1 ∨¬x2) into correspond-
ing program transitions. The transitions in bold show the
repaired program where x1 = true and x2 = false

y = y1 ∧ y2 · · · ∧ yM , where each yj (1 ≤ j ≤M) is

a disjunction of exactly three literals. Does there exist

an assignment of truth values to x1, x2, ..., xn such that

y is satisfiable?

Theorem 5 CSS is NP-complete in the size of the state

space of the input program.

Since showing the membership of partial repair with-

out legitimate states with conditional safety specifica-

tion in NP is straightforward, we focus on showing that

it is NP-hard. Hence, we first present the mapping from

the 3-SAT instance to the problem of partial repair

without explicit legitimate states. Then, we show that

the given 3-SAT instance is satisfiable iff the answer to

the corresponding instance of partial repair is affirma-

tive.

5.3.1 Mapping 3-SAT to Partial Repair without

Explicit Legitimate States

We now present the mapping of an instance of the 3-

SAT problem to an instance of the partial repair prob-

lem without explicit legitimate states with conditional

safety specification. Recall that this instance consists of

the program (specified in terms of its state space and

transitions), conditional safety specification and faults.

We begin with identifying the input program. Then, we

identify faults and finally we identify the conditional

safety specification.

The state space of the input program. Cor-

responding to each variable xi of the given 3-SAT in-

stance, we introduce eight states Pi, Qi, Ri, Ti, ai, bi, ci,

and di where 1 ≤ i ≤ n (cf. Figure 3). For each disjunc-

tion yj , we introduce states Zj and ej , where 1 ≤ j ≤
M , in the state space. Thus, state space of the input

program is Sp = {Pi, Qi, Ri, Ti, ai, bi, ci, di | 1 ≤ i ≤
n} ∪ {Zj , ej | 1 ≤ j ≤M}.

Transitions of the input program. Corresponding

to each variable xi, we include the following transitions

in δp: (Pi, ai), (ai, ci), (ci, bi), (bi, Qi), (Ri, bi), (bi, di),

(di, ai), (ai, Ti), (Qi, ej) and (Ti, ej) where 1 ≤ j ≤M .

Moreover, corresponding to each disjunction yj , we in-

clude the following transitions:

– (Zj , ej),

– If xi is a literal in yj then we include the transition

(ej , Pi) in δp, and

– If ¬xi is a literal in yj then we include the transition

(ej , Ri) in δp.

Fault transitions. Fault transitions perturb the pro-

gram from T and Q states to Z states, specifically, the

fault transitions are f = {(Ti, Zj), (Qi, Zj)|1 ≤ i ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤M}.
Conditional safety specification Csfp. Condi-

tional safety specifications states that no transition other

than the original program or fault transition can be

included in the fault-tolerant program. Furthermore,

it states that transition (Pi, ai) cannot be followed by

(ai, Ti). Likewise,(Ri, bi) cannot be followed by (bi, Qi).

And, (ci, bi) cannot be followed by (bi, di). Finally, (di, ai)

cannot be followed by (ai, ci). Thus, we have

– SPECbt = Sp × Sp − (f ∪ δp),

– SPECbtp = {(Pi, ai, Ti)} ∪ {(Ri, bi, Qi)} ∪
{(ci, bi, di)} ∪ {(di, ai, ci)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Proof – (⇒) If the given instance of the 3-SAT prob-

lem is satisfiable then we construct the transitions

of repaired program by including the following tran-

sitions:

– (Zj , ej), 1 ≤ j ≤M ,

– If yj contains xi and xi is assigned truth value

true, then (ej , Pi),

– If yj contains ¬xi and xi is assigned truth value

false, then (ej , Ri),

– If xi is assigned truth value true ,then

(Pi, ai), (ai, ci), (ci, bi),(bi, Qi), and (Qi, ej), 1 ≤
i ≤ n,

– If xi is assigned truth value false, then

(Ri, bi), (bi, di), (di, ai), (ai, Ti), and (Ti, ej), 1 ≤
i ≤ n.

The predicate, I ′, used to show that this program

satisfies Csfp includes all reachable states except {
Zj |1 ≤ j ≤ M }. It is straightforward to show that

the constraints B1 and B2 are satisfied.

– (⇐) The legitimate state predicate of the repaired

program contains at least one state. Our first step is

to show that for some i, Qi or Ti is included in the

legitimate state predicate of the repaired program.

To show this, we observe that if Zj , 1 ≤ j ≤M , is

included in the legitimate state predicate for some
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j then the corresponding state ej must also be in-

cluded in the legitimate state predicate. Hence, the

repaired program must include at least one transi-

tion that begins in ej . It follows that either Pi or

Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n , must also be included the legitimate

state predicate. If Pi (respectively Ri) is included

in the legitimate state predicate, then ai (respec-

tively bi) must also be included so that program

does not deadlock. Also, if ai(respectively bi) is in-

cluded in the legitimate state predicate then it must

reach ci(respectively di) as next state, so that Csfp
is not violated. Likewise, the program must reach

bi and Qi (respectively ai and Ti) to avoid dead-

lock and violation of safety specification. From the

above discussion, it follows that for some i, Qi or Ti
is included in the legitimate state predicate of the

repaired program. Now, based on the definition of

faults, all states in {Zj |1 ≤ j ≤ M } are reachable

in the presence of faults. Hence, transition (Zj , ej)

must be included for 1 ≤ j ≤ M in the repaired

program.

Furthermore, some transition originating from ej
must also be included. Transitions from ej corre-

spond to literals in disjunction yj . If a transition of

the form (ej , Pi) is included then we set xi to true.

If a transition of the form (ej , Rl) is included then

we set xl to false.

Observe that if Pi is reachable in the repaired pro-

gram then it must also include (Pi, ai), (ai, ci), (ci, bi),

and (bi, Qi) so that Csfp is satisfied. And, if Ri is

reachable in the repaired program then it must also

include (Ri, bi), (bi, di), (di, ai), and (ai, Ti). How-

ever, if all these transitions are included then Csfp
will not be satisfied. Therefore, for any i, repaired

program cannot reach both Pi and Ri. This implies

that the truth value assigned to xi by any disjunc-

tion is the same; i.e., xi cannot be both false and

true simultaneously. Moreover, based on the con-

struction of the instance of the program of partial

repair, the truth assignments to literals make each

clause to be satisfied, i.e., the assignment of truth

values to literals causes the given 3-SAT formula to

be satisfiable.

ut

6 Complexity Comparison for Total Repair (Q.

2 (continued))

Although the complexity of partial repair increases sub-

stantially when legitimate states are not available ex-

plicitly, we find that complexity of total repair effec-

tively remains unchanged. We note that this is the first

instance where complexity difference between partial

and total repair has been identified. To show this re-

sult, we show that in the context of total repair Problem

3.2 is polynomial time reducible to Problem 3.1. Since

the results in this section require the notion of weak-

est legitimate state predicate, we define it next. Recall

that, we use the term legitimate state predicate and the

corresponding set of legitimate states interchangeably.

Hence, weakest legitimate state predicate corresponds

to the largest set of legitimate states.

Definition. Let Iw = wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp) be the weak-

est legitimate state predicate of p for

SPEC (=〈Sfp , Lvp〉) iff:

1: p satisfies SPEC from Iw, and

2: ∀ I :: ( p satisfies SPEC from I)⇒ (I ⇒ Iw). ut

Claim Given p, Sfp, and Lvp, it is possible to compute

wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp) in polynomial time in the state space

of p.

This claim was proved in [1] where we have identi-

fied an algorithm to compute weakest legitimate state

predicate. The algorithm utilizes state exploration to

identify states from where the specification may be vi-

olated in the presence of faults. Thus, it first identi-

fies the weakest state predicate from where occurence

of faults cannot lead a computation to a state a bad

transition is enabled. Then, it removes the states from

where leads-to properties cannot be satisfied. We note

that the rest of the paper only relies on existence of

such an algorithm, i.e., it does not rely on its details.

Theorem 6 If the answer to the decision problem 3.2

(with total repair) is affirmative (i.e., ∃ pr that sat-

isfies the constraints of the Problem 3.2) with input p,

Sfp, Lvp, and f , then the answer to the decision prob-

lem 3.1 (with total or partial repair) is affirmative (i.e.,

∃ p′ and I ′ that satisfy the constraints of the Problem

3.1) with input p, Sfp, Lvp, f , and wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp).

Proof Intuitively, the program pr obtained for solving

problem statement 3.2 can be used to show that prob-

lem 3.1 is satisfied. Specifically, let I2 be the predicate

used to show that pr satisfies constraints of Problem

3.2. Since wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp) is the weakest legitimate

state predicate, I2 ⇒ wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp). Now, it is

starightforward to observe that the constraints of Prob-

lem statement 3.1 are satisfied. Then, let p′ = pr and

I ′ = I2. ut

Remark: Note that if the phrase ‘with total repair’

shown in bold in Theorem 6 is replaced by ‘with partial

repair’ then the corresponding theorem is not valid.

Theorem 7 For total repair, the repair problem 3.2 is

polynomial time reducible to the repair problem 3.1.
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Proof Given an instance, sayX, of the decision problem

3.2 that consists of p, Sfp, Lvp, and f , the correspond-

ing instance, say Y , for the decision problem 3.1 is p,

Sfp, Lvp, f and wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp). From Theorems 1

and 6 it follows that answer to X is affirmative iff an-

swer to Y is affirmative. ut

In this section, we first summarize the results about

complexity of model repair with and without explicit

legitimate states. As shown earlier in this section, the

complexity of total repair remains unchanged when le-

gitimate states are not explicitly identified. However,

as shown in Section 5, the problem of partial repair

is NP-complete. Both these results are valid for high

atomicity programs where each process can read and

write all variables atomically.

For distributed programs, it is shown (in [30]) that

repairing the program for adding failsafe and masking

fault-tolerance is NP-complete when the set of legiti-

mate states is specified explicitly. A variation of that

proof also works for model repair without explicit le-

gitimate states. Also, for partial repair, the complex-

ity of adding nonmasking fault-tolerance can be shown

to be NP-complete based on the corresponding proof

of NP-completeness of partial repair from Section 5.

However, for total repair with or without explicit legit-

imate states, the problem of adding nonmasking fault-

tolerance is in NP. However, it is not known whether it

is NP-complete or whether it is in polynomial-time.

In summary, the results for complexity comparison

are as shown in Table 1. Results marked with † follow

from NP-completeness results from Section 5. Results

marked ‡ follow from this section. Results marked ? in-

dicate that the complexity of the corresponding prob-
lem is open. The results marked ∗ are from [30]. And, fi-

nally, the results marked M follow from the correspond-

ing proof in [30] and is stated here without proof.

6.1 Heuristic for Polynomial Time Solution for Partial

Repair

When comparing the complexity of total repair and par-

tial repair, we observe that the problem of total repair

could be solved in P with the use of weakest legitimate

state predicate. In particular, Theorem 6 utilizes the

weakest legitimate state predicate to solve the problem

of total repair without explicit legitimate states. In this

section, we show that a similar approach can be uti-

lized to develop a heuristic for solving the problem of

partial repair in polynomial time. Moreover, if there is

an affirmative answer to the repair problem with ex-

plicit legitimate states then this heuristic is guaranteed

to find a repaired program that satisfies constraints of

Problem 3.2. Towards this end, we present Theorem 8.

Theorem 8 For partial repair, the repair problem 3.2

consisting of (p, Sfp, Lvp, f) is polynomial time reducible

to the repair problem 3.1 provided there exists a legit-

imate states predicate I such that the answer to the

decision problem 3.1 for instance (p, I, Sfp, Lvp, f) is

affirmative.

Proof If an instance of Problem 3.1 has an affirma-

tive answer then from Theorem 1, the corresponding

instance of Problem 3.2 has an affirmative answer. Sim-

ilar to the proof of Theorem 7, we map the instance of

Problem 3.2 to an instance of Problem 3.1 where we

use the weakest legitimate state predicate. Now, from

Theorem 1 it follows that the answer to this repaired

instance of Problem 3.1 is also affirmative. ut

What the above theorem shows is that even for par-

tial repair, if it were possible to obtain a fault-tolerant

program with explicit legitimate states then it is pos-

sible to do so in the same complexity class without

explicit legitimate states. However, there may be in-

stances where the answer to the decision problem 3.1

may be negative and the answer to the corresponding

decision problem 3.2 is affirmative. For these instances,

for partial repair, the complexity can be high.

7 Relative Computation Cost (Q. 3)

As mentioned in Section 1, the increased cost of model

repair in the absence of explicit legitimate states needs

to be studied in two parts: complexity class and rela-
tive increase in the execution time. We considered the

former in Section 5 and 6. In this section, we consider

the latter. As we can see from Section 6, if the legit-

imate states are not specified explicitly, the increased

cost of model repair is essentially that of computing

wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp). Hence, we analyze the cost of com-

puting wLsp(p, Sfp, Lvp) in the context of three exam-

ples, Byzantine agreement, token ring and mutual ex-

clusion. Of these we describe the first example in detail

and only provide a summary of results for other two.

These examples show that reducing the burden of the

designer in terms of not requiring the explicit legitimate

states increases the computation cost by approximately

1% or less.

Throughout this section, the experiments are run on

a MacBook Pro with 2.6 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo proces-

sor and 4 GB RAM. The OBDD representation of the

Boolean formula has been done using the C++ inter-

face to the CUDD package developed at the University

of Colorado [43].
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Repair Without Repair With

Explicit Legitimate States Explicit Legitimate States

Partial Total Partial Total

High
Atomicity

Failsafe NP − C† P ‡ P∗ P∗

nonmasking NP − C† P ‡ P∗ P∗

masking NP − C† P ‡ P∗ P∗

Distributed
Programs

Failsafe NP − C† NP − CM NP − C∗ NP − C∗

nonmasking NP − C† ? ? ?

masking NP − C† NP − CM NP − C∗ NP − C∗

Table 1 The complexity of different types of automated repair (NP-C = NP-Complete).

7.1 Case Study 1: Byzantine agreement program

Now, we illustrate our algorithm in the context of the

Byzantine agreement program. We start by specifying

the fault-intolerant program. Then we provide the pro-

gram specification. Finally we describe the weakest le-

gitimate state predicate generated by our algorithm.

Fault-intolerant program. The Byzantine agree-

ment program consists of a “general” and three or more

non-general processes. Each process copies the decision

of the general and finalizes (outputs) that decision. The

general process maintains two variables: the decision

d.g with domain {0, 1} and the Byzantine b.g with do-

main {true, false}, to indicate whether or not the gen-

eral is Byzantine. Moreover, a byzantine process can

change its decision arbitrarily. Each of the non-general

processes has the following three variables: the deci-

sion d with domain {0, 1,⊥}, where ⊥ denotes that the

process did not yet receive any decision from the gen-

eral, the Byzantine b with domain {true, false}, and

the finalize f with the domain {true, false} to denote

whether or not the process has finalized (outputted) its

decision. The following are the actions of the Byzantine

agreement program. Of these, the first action allows a

non-general to receive a decision from the general if it

has not received it already. The second action allows

the non-general to finalize its decision after it receives

it. The third and fourth actions allow a Byzantine pro-

cess to change its decision and finalized status. The last

two actions are environment actions.

1 :: (d.j = ⊥) ∧ (f.j = false) −→ d.j := d.g;

2 :: (d.j 6= ⊥) ∧ (f.j = false) −→ f.j := true;

3 :: (b.j = true) −→
d.j := 1|0, f.j := false|true;

4 :: (b.g = true) −→ d.g := 1|0;

Where j ∈ {1. . .n} and n is the number of non-general

processes.

Specification. The safety specification of the Byzan-

tine agreement requires validity and agreement :

– Validity requires that if the general is non-Byzantine,

then the final decision of a non-Byzantine process

must be the same as that of the general. Thus,

validity(j) is defined as follows.

validity(j) = ((¬b.j ∧ ¬b.g ∧ f.j) ⇒ (d.j = d.g))

– Agreement means that the final decision of any two

non-Byzantine processes must be equal. Thus,

agreement(j, k) is defined as follows.

agreement(j, k) = ((¬b.j ∧ ¬b.k ∧ f.j ∧ f.k) ⇒
(d.j = d.k))

– The final decision of a process must be either 0 or

1. Thus, final(j) is defined as follows.

final(j) = f.j ⇒ (d.j = 0 ∨ d.j = 1)

We formally identify safety specification of the Byzan-

tine agreement in the following set of bad states:

SPECBAbs
= ( ∃j, k ∈ {1..n} :: ( ¬(validity(j)∧

agreement(j, k) ∧ final(j)) )

Observe that SPECBAbs
can be easily derived based on

the specification of the Byzantine Agreement problem.

The liveness specification of the Byzantine agreement

requires that eventually every non-Byzantine process

finalizes its decision. Thus, the liveness specification is

¬b.j  (f.j).

Application of our algorithm. The weakest legiti-

mate state predicate computed (for 3 non-general pro-

cesses) is as follows. If the general is non-Byzantine then

it is necessary that d.j, where j is also a non-Byzantine,

be either d.g or ⊥. Furthermore, a non-Byzantine pro-

cess cannot finalize its decision if its decision equals ⊥.

Now, we consider the set of states where the general
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is Byzantine. In this case, the general can change its

decision arbitrarily. Also, the predicate includes states

where other processes are non-Byzantine and have the

same value that is different from ⊥. Thus, the generated

weakest legitimate state predicate is as follows:

IBA =

( ¬b.g ∧ ( ∀p ∈ {1..n} :: ((¬b.p ∧ f.p)⇒ d.p 6= ⊥) ∧
(¬b.p⇒ (d.p = ⊥ ∨ d.p = d.g))) ) ∨
( b.g ∧ ( ∀ j, k ∈ {1..n} : j 6= k ::

(d.j = d.k) ∧ (d.j 6= ⊥) ) )

Observe that IBA cannot be easily derived based on

the specification of the Byzantine Agreement problem.

More specifically, the set of states where the general is

Byzantine, are not reachable from the initial states of

the program.

The amount of time required for performing the au-

tomated model repair and computing the set of legit-

imate states for a different number of processes is as

shown in Table 2. Thus, the extra time required when

legitimate states are unavailable is small (about 1%).

Finally, we use this case study to show that a typical

algorithm for computing legitimate states to be reach-

able states from some initial state(s) does not work. In

particular, we make the following claim:

Claim An automated model repair approach where one

uses legitimate states to be the set of states reached

from the initial states is not relatively complete.

To validate this claim, observe that the initial states

of the Byzantine Agreement program equal the states

where all processes are non-byzantine and the deci-

sion of all non-general processes is ⊥. States reached

by the fault-intolerant program from these states do

not include the states where the general is byzantine.

Although, an agreement can be reached among non-

general processes even though the general is Byzantine.

And, utilizing these reachable states as the set of legit-

imate states is insufficient to obtain the fault-tolerant

program.

7.2 Case Study 2: Token Ring

The second case study focuses on the problem of adding

fault-tolerance to a token ring. Specifically, in this ex-

ample, there are n + 1 processes organized in a ring

protocol. Each process has a variable x that is either

0 or 1. Initially, all x values are equal to 0. In such a

state (where x.0 is equal to x.n) process 0 has the token

and can execute. When process 0 executes, it changes

x.0 to 1. In the resulting state (where x.0 differs from

x.1), process 1 has the token and process 1 can execute

and change x.1 to 1. Continuing thus, eventually, one

reaches a state where all x values are 1 and thereby the

token is with process 0. At this point, x.0 is changed

to 0 and the process repeats itself. Thus, the actions of

the program are as shown below.

1 :: x.j 6= x.(j − 1) −→ x.j := x.(j − 1);

2 :: x.0 = x.n −→ x.0 := x.n+2 1;

where +2 denotes modulo 2 addition.

The fault perturbs all except one process. Upon oc-

currence of faults at process j, x.j is lost and is replaced

by ⊥. Adding fault-tolerance to this example requires

that only legal values of x are used by other processes

and that the program eventually returns to a state from

where the token circulation will resume correctly. This

example has been studied in [12] for its application in

automated model repair with explicit legitimate states

and in [1] for automatically generating weakest legiti-

mate state predicate. Table 3 shows the comparison of

the cost for both. As one can see, the cost of generating

legitimate state predicate is very small.

7.3 Case Study 3: Mutual Exclusion

The third case study focuses on the problem of mutual

exclusion where the fault-intolerant program is Ray-

mond’s tree-based mutual exclusion program [41]. In

this example, processes are organized in a ring and the

root process has the token. To request access to criti-

cal section, each process sends a request to its holder

(the process closer to the root in the tree). This request

is forwarded towards the root. When the root decides

that it can send the token (e.g., after it is done using

it), it sends it to one of its children that requested it.

Moreover, the tree is reorganized so that the new pro-

cess that has the token is the root of the tree. We only

focus on this aspect of the program and model it using

the following action: (The role of maintaining request

queue affects both generation of legitimate states and

model repair in a similar manner).

1 :: (h.k = k ∧ j ∈ Adj.k) ∧ (h.j = k) −→
h.k := j, h.j := j;

where Adj.k denotes one of the neighbors of k.

The fault perturbs the holder relation arbitrarily.

Hence, the holder relation does not form a tree thereby

preventing some processes from getting the token as

well as creating multiple tokens. The goal in this case

is to generate a stabilizing mutual exclusion program

that will ensure that eventually the program recovers

to a state where the holder relation forms a tree. This

example has been studied in [12] for its application in

automated model repair with explicit legitimate states
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No.of Reachable Leg. States Total Repair

Process States Generation Time(Sec) Time(Sec)

10 109 0.57 6

20 1015 1.34 199

30 1022 4.38 1836

40 1030 9.25 9366

50 1036 26.34 > 10000

100 1071 267.30 > 10000

Table 2 Comparison time for generating weakest legitimate state predicate vs time for model repair (Byzantine Agreement).

No. of Reachable Leg. States Time for

Process States Generation Time(Sec) Model Repair

10 104 0.1 0.6

20 109 0.2 4

30 1014 0.3 493

40 1019 0.4 > 10000

50 1023 0.6 > 10000

100 1047 0.19 > 10000

Table 3 Comparison time for generating weakest legitimate state predicate vs time for model repair (Token Ring).

and in [1] for automatically generating weakest legiti-

mate state predicate. The subsequent results (cf. Table

4) show the comparison of the cost for both. As one can

see, the cost of generating legitimate state predicate is

very small.

8 Related Work

The concept of model repair is a branch of program

synthesis. This topic has been studied from different

perspectives ranging from synthesis from temporal logic

specifications to controller synthesis and synthesizing

winning strategies in game theory. In this section, we

present the work in the literature that is relevant to our

work in this paper.

8.1 Controller Synthesis

Synthesis of discrete-event systems has mostly been stud-

ied in the context of controller synthesis and game the-

ory. The seminal work in the area of controller synthesis

is due to Ramadge and Wonham [40]. The discrete con-

troller synthesis (DCS) problem is as follows: starting

from two languages U andD, identify a third language C
such that U ∩C ⊆ D. In the DCS terminology, the three

languages U , D, and C are called the plant, the desired

system, and the controller, respectively. U ∩ C is called

the controlled system. Finally, the set A of alphabets

represents events that can occur. Obviously, the lan-

guages U and D may represent the set of computations

of a given program and a safety and/or reachability

specification. Moreover, C identifies the computations

that do not violate D in the presence of uncontrollable

transitions.

The idea of transforming a fault-intolerant system

into a fault-tolerant system using controller synthesis

was first developed by Chao and Lim [21]. Similar to

the model in this paper, Chao and Lim consider faults

as a system malfunction and failures as something that

should not occur in any execution. Their control objec-

tive is a set of states that should be reachable by con-

trollable actions or what they define as recurrent events.

Also, Girault and Rutten [26], demonstrate the appli-

cation of discrete controller synthesis in automated ad-

dition of fault-tolerance in the context of untimed sys-

tems. They model different types of faults (e.g., proces-

sor crash, Byzantine faults, value corruption) by uncon-

trollable actions in a labeled transition system (LTS).

They show that given a fault-intolerant program as a

plant, discrete controller synthesis can automatically

add fault-tolerance to the synchronous product of the

plant and the fault model LTS with respect to invari-

ance and reachability constraints.

One can notice that our work in this paper is in

spirit close to DCS. Specifically, an input program and

fault transitions may be modelled as controllable and

uncontrollable actions. In fact, in both problems, the

objective is to restrict the program actions at each state

through synthesizing a controller such that the behav-

ior of the entire system is always desirable according

to safety and reachability conditions, in the presence
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No. of Reachable Leg. States Time for

Process States Generation Time(Sec) Model Repair

10 109 0.01 0.7

20 1026 0.1 11

30 1044 0.2 65

40 1064 0.5 260

50 1084 0.9 725

100 10200 0.43 > 10000

Table 4 Comparison time for generating weakest legitimate state predicate vs time for model repair (Mutual Exclusion).

of an adversary. As mentioned in Section 3, conditions

A1 and A2 of the problem statement precisely express

this notion of restriction. Furthermore, the conjunction

of all conditions expresses the notion of language inclu-

sion, where the synthesized program in the absence of

faults is supposed to exhibit a subset of behaviors of

the input intolerant program. Although the complex-

ity of controller synthesis for centralized programs is

comparable to ours if we eliminate distribution from

our formulation [27], our work differs from synthesizing

discrete-event controllers in that:

1. The computation model for synthesizing controllers

is based on prioritized synchronization3, whereas

ours is based on interleaving.

2. Our synthesis algorithm is concerned with proper-

ties typically used in specifying fault-tolerance re-

quirements rather than any arbitrary specification.

Hence, our algorithm tends to synthesize programs

more efficiently.

3. The notion of dependability and in particular fault-

tolerance involves features beyond just invariance

and reachability. One such feature is recovery, where

a program returns to its normal behavior when its

state is perturbed by the occurrence of faults. Re-

covery is an essential building block in fault-tolerant

systems and it is the focus of this paper. In con-

troller synthesis [26,19,22,6,7,21,35,40,47,33,42,32],

and in particular in [26], which is in spirit close to

our work, the recovery mechanism must be given as

input to the DCS algorithm. Thus, one key differ-

ence between our work in this paper and the meth-

ods in is the fact that we automatically synthe-

size recovery paths. We also analyze the complex-

ity and cost of dealing with livelocks (i.e., cycles

outside the invariant predicate) in this paper. Fi-

nally, note that adding recovery transitions to a

given fault-intolerant program is not trivial due to

the distributed nature of programs and read/write

restrictions.

3 In prioritized synchronization, different processes have
synchronized transitions and some have higher priority.
Hence, not all interleavings are possible.

4. Finally, we model distribution by specifying read/write

restrictions, whereas in controller synthesis, decen-

tralized plants are modelled through partial observ-

ability [33,42]. As mentioned earlier, the issue of

distribution drastically increases the complexity of

synthesis [14,30]. This results is also known in the

context of controller synthesis, but to the best of

our knowledge, this paper introduces the first in-

stance where synthesis of distributed fault-tolerant

programs scales up and moderate-sized programs

beyond toy examples are successfully synthesized.

We are also not aware of any work in controller syn-

thesis that analyzes efficiency and effectiveness of

respective algorithms using different types of pro-

grams in terms of structure and size. Unlike exist-

ing controller synthesis tools such as Sigali [17], our

synthesis method and corresponding tool Sycraft

[15] is capable of synthesizing distributed programs.

8.2 Game Theory

Game-theoretic approaches for synthesizing controllers

and reactive programs [38] are generally based on the

model of two-player games [45]. In such games a pro-

gram makes moves in response to the moves of its en-

vironment. The program and its environment interact

through a set of interface variables and, hence, the envi-

ronment can only update the interface variables. In our

model, however, faults can perturb all program vari-

ables. Moreover, in a two-player game model, players

take turns and the set of states from where the first

player can make a move is disjoint from the set of states

from where the second player can move [48]. To the con-

trary, in our work, fault-tolerance should be provided

against faults that can execute from any state.

Some theoretic methods are based on the theory of

tree automata [44]. Such an automaton represents the

specification of a system. A synthesis algorithm checks

the non-emptiness of the automaton, i.e., whether there

exists a tree acceptable by the tree automaton. If the

tree automaton is indeed nonempty, then the specifica-
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tion is called realizable and there exists a model of the

synthesized program.

Pnueli and Rosner address the problem of synthe-

sizing synchronous open reactive modules in [38]. They

generalize their method in [39], by proposing a tech-

nique for synthesizing asynchronous reactive modules.

In particular, they investigate the problem of synthesiz-

ing an asynchronous reactive module that include only

one process and interacts with a non-deterministic en-

vironment through Boolean variables.

While symbolic model checking has been studied ex-

tensively (e.g., [20,37,28]), little work has been done

on symbolic synthesis and especially on performance

analysis of synthesis methods. Wallmeier, Hütten, and

Thomas [48] introduce an algorithm for synthesizing

finite state controllers by solving infinite games over fi-

nite state spaces. They model the winning constraint by

safety conditions and a set of request-response proper-

ties as liveness conditions. They transform this game

into a Büchi game which inevitably involves an expo-

nential blow-up. Moreover, the approach in [48] does

not address the issue of distribution. The reported max-

imum number of variables in their experiments is 23,

which is far less than the number of variables that we

have handled using our symbolic algorithms.

Although there exist approaches for games that are

not turn-base, similar to discrete controller synthesis,

such game-theoretic approaches do not address the is-

sue of addition of recovery. That is, in order to use al-

gorithms that synthesize game strategies (e.g., the well-

known algorithm by Liu and Smolka [34]), one has to

first augment the input model with all possible recovery

transitions and then solve the game. Such augmentation

can be extremely costly. Our approach synthesizes re-

covery path in an on-the-fly fashion. Other frameworks

such as multi-agent games (e.g., alternating-time tem-

poral logic (ATL) [3]) are also dffierent from our work.

In particular, ATL is a branching-time temporal logic,

whereas our notion of specifications (based on Alpern-

Schneider framework [2]) is semantically similar to LTL.

In fact, in our framework preserving the existing speci-

fication during repair is in part possible due to the uni-

versal nature of properties. On the contrary, existential

path properties in branching-time temporal logics make

it impossible to, for instance, remove a transition with-

out having the full specification at hand to test whether

it violates the existing specification.

8.3 Automated Addition of Fault-Tolerance

Algorithms for automatic addition of fault-tolerance

[30,31,11,13] add fault-tolerance concerns to existing

untimed or real-time programs in the presence of faults,

and guarantee the addition of no new behaviors to the

original program in the absence of faults. While the

previous work in this area assumes the set of legiti-

mate states is given as input, this paper studies the

impact of this assumption on repair techniques to syn-

thesize fault-tolerant models. In the seminal work in

this area, Kulkarni and Arora [30] introduce synthesis

methods for automated addition of fault-tolerance to

untimed centralized and distributed programs. In par-

ticular, they introduce polynomial-time sound and com-

plete algorithms for adding all levels of fault-tolerance

(failsafe, nonmasking, and masking) to centralized pro-

grams. The input to these algorithms is a fault-intolerant

centralized program, safety specification, and a set of

fault transitions. The algorithms generate a fault-tolerant

program along with an invariant predicate. The authors

also show that the problem of adding masking fault-

tolerance to distributed programs is NP-complete in the

size of the input program’s state space.

In [31], Kulkarni and Ebnenasir address the problem

of automated synthesis of untimed multitolerant pro-

grams, i.e., programs that tolerate multiple classes of

faults and provide a (possibly) different level of fault-

tolerance to each class. They show that if one needs to

add failsafe (respectively, nonmasking) fault-tolerance

with respect to one class of faults and masking fault-

tolerance with respect to another class of faults, then

such addition can be done in polynomial-time in the size

of the state space of the fault-intolerant program. They,

however, show that if one needs to add failsafe fault-

tolerance with respect to one class of faults and non-

masking fault-tolerance with respect to another class of

faults, then the problem is NP-complete.

Ebnenasir [23] develops a divide-and-conquer method

synthesis problem that scales up. In an application of

this approach for safety properties, Ebnenasir develops

an algorithm that statically analyzes (and possibly re-

pairs) program instructions on separate machines in a

parallel/distributed platform. Based on this method,

the author implements a distributed framework that

exploits the computational resources of wide area net-

works for program synthesis. Using this approach, it

is possible to synthesize failsafe Byzantine agreement

with 40 processes on a cluster of three machines in 353

seconds. Using our BDD-based approach, the same pro-

gram can be synthesized in 22 seconds using one ma-

chine only.

The problem of online fault detection in timed au-

tomata is studied by Tripakis [46]. The author proposes

a polynomial-space online algorithm for designing a di-

agnoser that detects faults in behaviors of a given timed

automaton after they occur. In this work, it is assumed

that (1) the given system is in the synchronous model,
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and (2) faults and failures are identical events. Thus,

this model does not capture situations where the oc-

currence of faults (although undesirable) is common

and expected, but may lead to a system with failures.

Bouyer, Chevalier, and D’Souza [18] address the same

problem where the diagnoser is realizable as a determin-

istic timed automaton or an event record automaton.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

The goal of this work is to simplify the task of model

repair and, thereby, make it easier to apply in prac-

tice. Of the inputs required for model repair, existing

model is clearly a necessity. Moreover, the model repair

task is expected to be straightforward, as model repair

is expected to be used in contexts where designers al-

ready have an existing model. Another input, namely

specification, is also already available to the designer

when model repair is used in contexts where the exist-

ing model fails to satisfy the desired specification. Yet

another input is the new property that is to be added

to the existing model. In the context of fault-tolerance,

this requires the designers to identify the faults that

need to be tolerated. Once again, identifying the fault is

straightforward especially in contexts where the model

needs to be repaired due to newly identified faults (e.g.,

stuck-at gas pedal). While representing these faults may

be somewhat difficult, it is possible to represent them

easily for faults such as stuck-at faults, crash faults,

Byzantine faults, transient faults, message faults, etc.

However, based on our experience, the most difficult

input to identify is the set of legitimate states from
where the original model satisfies its specification. In

part, the difficulty is due to the fact that identifying

these legitimate states explicitly is often not required

during the evaluation of the original model. Hence, our

goal in this paper is to focus on the problem of model

repair when these legitimate states are not specified ex-

plicitly. Moreover, as shown by the example in Section

7 typical algorithms for computing legitimate states

based on initial states do not work.

We considered three questions in this context: (1)

relative completeness, (2) qualitative complexity class

comparison and (3) quantitative change the time for

model repair. We illustrated that our approach for model

repair without explicit legitimate states is relatively

complete; i.e., if model repair can be solved with explicit

legitimate states then it could also be solved without

explicit legitimate states. This is important since it im-

plies that the reduction in the human effort required for

model repair does not reduce the class of the problems

that could be solved.

Regarding the second question, we found some sur-

prising and counterintuitive results. Specifically, for to-

tal repair (where the behavior of the repaired model

in the absence of faults is identical to the behavior

of the original model), we found that the complexity

class remains unchanged. However, for partial repair,

the complexity class changes substantially. In partic-

ular, we showed that problems that could be solved

in polynomial-time when legitimate states are avail-

able explicitly become NP-complete if explicit legiti-

mate states are unavailable. This result is especially

surprising since this is the first instance where complex-

ity levels for total and partial repair have been found to

be different. Even though the general problem of par-

tial repair becomes NP-complete without the explicit

legitimate states, we found a subset of these problems

that can be solved in polynomial-time. Specifically, this

subset included all instances where model repair was

possible when legitimate states are specified explicitly.

Regarding the third question, we showed that the

extra computation cost obtained by reducing the hu-

man effort for specifying the legitimate states is negli-

gible (less than 1%) in our case studies obtained from

popular distributed fault-tolerant protocols.

Also, we have integrated our algorithms for auto-

mated repair without explicit legitimate states in our

synthesis tool SYCRAFT [15]. We note that this result

can also be extended to other problems in model repair

where one adds safety and liveness properties as well as

timing constraints.
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